
The Ultimate Guide Book to Real 

Estate Property Investment in Kenya 
Investing in real estate could be the secret to attaining high levels of wealth accumulation. If you 

are wondering where to begin, tap into the Kenyan real estate market. Kenya’s economy is 

rapidly growing, with a greater emphasis on property development for most entrepreneurs. 

 

This article will guide you on everything you need to know before you embark on your journey 

in property investment in Kenya. 

Where to Invest in Real Estate in Kenya 

The key to investing the right way is knowing where to invest. That is because profitability 

margins are different depending on the location. Urban areas like major Cities in Kenya attract a 

massive pool of wealthy investors. The cities include Nairobi, Mombasa, and Kisumu. These 

cities are inhabited mainly by the middle class and call for a need to invest in properties that suit 

their needs and capabilities. These significant cities have social amenities like Kenya's most 

prestigious schools and hospitals. Entrepreneurs must develop Commercial properties and 

residential units that serve business people and students. 

 

The Most Lucrative Types of Property 

Investments In Kenya 

1. Commercial Spaces 

Due to the need for people to find solutions to the continued scarcity of jobs, many have opted to 

start their businesses and build their wealth. Many Kenyans still demand affordable commercial 

units to set up businesses and make a living. Container houses are now being adopted in the 

Kenyan retail sector since they are cheap to construct, maintain, and movable. 

2. Residential Units 

Kenya is one of the many economies that still struggles with housing shortages. Many Kenyans 

still lack houses to occupy, and there is always a demand for new property investment. It is 

essential to note that, with technological advancements and most people aiming to create 

generational wealth, people want modern but affordable housing. One popular market trend in 



residential unit property investment in Kenya is Airbnb. Unlike most hotels in Kenya, people like 

that they are inexpensive and anonymously located. 

 

3. Homes 

Many desire to own a home in Kenya, but only a few can afford it since land is scarce and 

expensive. Additionally, getting a plot of land where one desires might be impossible, so many 

buy a home instead. Buying a home comes with the advantage of getting financed by the bank 

through a mortgage. It is an excellent opportunity for investors who want flexible payment 

schedules and those who want to sell property quickly to wealthy individuals, especially in areas 

like Kilimani, Runda, and Westlands.  

 

Cost and Profitability 

The good thing about real estate in Kenya is that the prices are always appreciating. A piece of 

land worth a million Kenya shillings with high growth potential could triple your investment in a 

few years if you develop that area soon enough. Some of the rapidly growing areas in Kenya 

include Juja, Syokimau, and Kitengela. If you build residential or commercial units, you have a 

monthly recurring income. How much you earn depends on the height of your property and the 

location. Some areas, like Kilimani and Westlands, could make you up to kes 30,000 per house. 

 

Property investment in Kenya is perfect for entrepreneurs who wish to grow their wealth over 

time. There are endless ways to make an income with real estate. The demand for housing is 

continuously increasing, and technology only creates more income-generating opportunities for 

real estate developers. Security, affordability, and decency are the keys to making it in real estate 

development in Kenya. 
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